In heavy tra c analysis of open queueing networks, processes of interest such as queue lengths and workload levels are generally approximated by a multidimensional re ected Brownian motion (RBM). Decomposition approximations, on the other hand, typically analyze stations in the network separately, treating each as a single queue with adjusted interarrival time distribution. We present a hybrid method for analyzing generalized Jackson networks that employs both decomposition approximation and heavy tra c theory: stations in the network are partitioned into groups of \bottleneck subnetworks" that may have more than one station; the subnetworks then are analyzed \sequentially" with heavy tra c theory. Using the numerical method of Dai and Harrison for computing the stationary distribution of multidimensional RBM's, we compare the performance of this technique to other methods of approximation via some simulation studies. Our results suggest that this hybrid method generally performs better than other approximation techniques, including Whitt's QNA and Harrison and Nguyen's QNET.
tribution. The recent work of Dai and Harrison (1992) , which provides numerical solutions for the stationary distribution of multi-dimensional re ected Brownian motion on the nonnegative orthant, opens up the possibility of using bottleneck subnetworks of all sizes. The purpose of this paper is to explore the bene ts of extending the methods rst described in Reiman (1990) to subnetworks that consist of more than one station. To our knowledge, this is the rst description of a decomposition approximation that makes use of multi-station subnetworks for generalized Jackson networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We devote Section 1 to background material: In Section 1.1 we present the details of the generalized Jackson network model; a general discussion of decomposition approximations is contained in Section 1.2, and a description of the QNET method is provided in Section 1.3. The sequential bottleneck decomposition (SBD) method is described in Section 2. In Section 3 we present some numerical results which compare the performance of SBD, QNET, and QNA (Whitt 1983) .
We conclude this section with a brief comment on our notation. All vectors are column vectors unless something is said to the contrary. For a J-vector , if B f1; 2; : : : ; Jg, then B is the jBj-vector (jBj is the cardinality of B) consisting of all elements of with indices in B. Similarly, if A is a J J matrix, the A BB is the principal submatrix associated with indices in B. Finally, given f( ) a real-valued function and h a constant, we will use the notation f(t) ht to mean f(t)=t ! h as t ! 1. In the case that f( ) is a vector (matrix) valued function and h is a vector (matrix), one interprets f(t) ht componentwise in the natural way.
Preliminaries

The Generalized Jackson Network
The queueing network we consider has J single server stations, each of which has an associated in nite capacity waiting room. At least one station has an arrival stream from outside the network, and the arrival streams are assumed to be mutually independent renewal processes.
The arrival rate to station i is i , and the interarrival variance is a After completing service at station i, a customer is routed to station j with probability P ij , 1 j J, and out of the network with probability 1 ? P J j=1 P ij , 1 i J. We assume that the network is open, so that all customers eventually leave. This is true if the matrix P = (P ij ) is strictly substochastic. We further assume that arrival streams, service streams and routing streams are independent. We de ne the tra c intensity exactly as in Jackson (1957) . Let be the unique solution of = + P 0 ; (1.1) where = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; J ) 0 . By our assumption on P, (1.1) has a unique solution given by = (I ? P 0 ) ?1 = Q 0 , where Q = P 1 n=0 P n . The tra c intensity at station i, i , is given by i = i i ; 1 i J : (1.2) Under certain technical assumptions, Borovkov (1986) has shown that this network is ergodic if i < 1; 1 i J :
(1.3)
Decomposition Approximations
In decomposition approximation techniques, the analysis of a network is separated into analyses of smaller subnetworks, each typically consisting of one station. The mean waiting time of each station is then approximated by an expression that is similar in form to the approximation of Kraemer and Lagenbach-Belz (1976) for the GI/G/1 queue. In particular, letŴ x j denote the approximation for the mean steady-state waiting time at station j under approximation scheme x. The typical decomposition approximation has the form W x j = j j 1 ? j ! 1 2 C x j ; (1.4) where C x j is an approximate measure under scheme x of the composite variability associated with station j. One can think of C x j as being the sum of two components: the rst component is associated with the SCV of the service time distribution, and the second component is associated with the SCV of the arrival process to that station. It is the expression for C x j that di erentiates the various decomposition approximations and determines their e ectiveness and accuracy. Observe that in the special case of Jackson networks (i.e., networks of the type considered here with the additional assumption that all distributions are exponential), the exact answer is obtained by setting C Jackson j = 2 for all stations j.
One example of a decomposition approximation is Whitt's Queueing Network Analyzer (QNA) (Whitt 1983 ). The expression for the waiting time at each station is of the same form as (1.4); however, the determination of C QNA j is rather involved, so we do not discuss it here and refer the interested reader to Whitt (1983) for details. Other decomposition approximations are contained in Kuehn (1979) and Bitran and Tirupati (1988) .
The approximation for total mean sojourn time in the network is easily derived from estimates of mean waiting times. Let v j denote the mean total number of visits that a customer makes to station j; it follows from the de nition of the routing matrix P that if the customer in question enters the network through station i, then 
The QNET Method
To use the QNET method (Harrison and Nguyen 1990) , one rst replaces the queueing network by what we call an approximating Brownian system model. For generalized Jackson networks considered in this paper, this step is rigorously justi ed by the limit theorem of Reiman (1984) . The second step is the computation of the stationary distribution for the Brownian model, which amounts to solving a certain highly structured partial di erential equation. No closed form solution to the partial di erential equation is known for the general case; however, an algorithm has been developed by Dai and Harrison (1992) to numerically solve for the stationary distribution.
We begin by deriving the parameters for the Brownian model from the \primitive data" associated with the generalized Jackson network. The development here closely follows that of Harrison and Nguyen (1990) , and the interested reader is referred there for a more detailed description. First, set = ? e; (1.6) where is the vector of tra c intensities calculated in (1.2) and e is the J-dimensional vector of ones. The j th element of can be interpreted as the rate at which work accumulates at station j if the server is always busy. The stability condition (1.3) is equivalent to requiring < 0; that is, on average, work accumulates at a negative rate.
Next let T be the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ( 1 ; : : : ; J ), and de ne M = T(I ? P 0 ) ?1 T ?1 :
It follows from the previous interpretation of the matrix (I ? P 0 ) ?1 that M ij represents the average amount of residual work for server i embodied in a unit of immediate work for server j. The matrix M contains all the information about customer routing that is required in the QNET approach to system performance analysis. Observe that the \routing matrix" M is invertible, and denote its inverse by R, R = M ?1 = T(I ? P 0 )T ?1 :
The nal parameter of the Brownian system model is a covariance matrix ? associated with the \workload input" processes to the network. For a more explicit de nition of ?, some additional notation must be introduced. Let E j (t) be the number of external arrivals to enter station j by time t; let A j (t) be the total number of visits to station j made by those customers who enter the network by time t (regardless of where the customer enters the network); and let E(t), A(t) be the J-dimensional vector processes de ned in the obvious way. Let fw j (1); w j (2); : : :g be a sequence of i.i.d. service times at station j. We are interested in obtaining the asymptotic covariance matrix ? associated with the total load input process L(t) = (L 1 (t); : : : ; L J (t)) 0 de ned by L j (t) = w j (1) + + w j (A j (t)): (1.10) where P l is the l th row of the routing matrix P and H l is the J J matrix de ned by H l ij = 8 < :
P li (1 ? P li ) i = j ?P li P lj i 6 = j:
Next de ne the J-dimensional cumulative sums and the centered processes
One can now de ne the total arrival process A(t) in terms of external arrival processes and routing vectors by means of the representation
l (A l (t)) + P 0 A(t):
( (1.14)
The service times w j (n) are independent of A(t), so it follows from (1. here, j is Lebesgue measure on boundary face F j (j = 1; : : : ; J). Dai and Harrison (1992) describe a general algorithm for the numerical solution of the basic adjoint relationship (1.26). There are some choices one has to make associated with that algorithm, and they have suggested one possibility. With that particular choice, the algorithm has been implemented in a computer program tentatively called QNET. Readers are referred to Dai and Harrison (1992) and Dai (1990) for a complete description of the algorithm as well as details of the implementation. Su ce it to say that QNET produces approximate densities indexed by n = 1; 2; : : : of the form p values of n will give better accuracy; but readers should be warned that numerical round o errors might destroy the property. As a practical matter we have found that n = 4; 5; 6 generally gives satisfactory answers for the test problems examined thus far. If one xes n = 5, the computational complexity of the algorithm is O(J 10 ), which means that small and medium sized problems can be solved relatively fast using the current implementation of the algorithm. As discussed above, the sequential bottleneck decomposition method developed in this paper will eliminate the restriction of QNET on the size of networks.
2 The Sequential Bottleneck Decomposition (SBD)
Heavy-Tra c Limit of a Queueing Network with Bottlenecks
To motivate the SBD method, we rst describe the heavy tra c behavior of a queueing network in which there are non-bottlenecks, de ned as stations j with j < 1; bottlenecks, stations j with j = 1; and strict bottlenecks, stations j with j > 1. In this paper we will interchangeably refer to the non-bottlenecks, bottlenecks, and strict bottlenecks as underloaded, balanced, and overloaded stations, respectively. Let U denote the set of stations that are underloaded, B the set of balanced stations, and O the set of overloaded stations.
The heavy tra c limit theorem of Chen and Mandelbaum (1991) states that under \heavy-tra c normalization," workload and queue length processes at all underloaded stations \van-ish." Furthermore, the heavy tra c limit for the rest of the network is identical to that for the system in which all underloaded stations have zero service times. Next, the limits for the queue length and workload processes at strict bottleneck stations require centering; that is, workload processes and queue length processes at these stations build up at a positive rate. Thus, one may think of these stations as having in nite queue lengths in steady-state. Finally, the limit of the balanced subnetwork B is a jBj-dimensional re ected Brownian motion, whose parameters re ect the e ects on B from the non-bottleneck as well as strict-bottleneck stations.
Although we are interested only in networks whose stations have tra c intensities strictly less than one, and the work of Chen and Mandelbaum applies to networks containing tra c intensities that are greater than or equal to one, their theory provides the motivation for the sequential bottleneck decomposition method. In particular, it suggests the following mode of analysis: One can partition a network into several subnetworks of stations whose tra c intensities are approximately equal, and then one analyzes each subnetwork separately. To analyze a particular subnetwork, one treats the designated subnetwork as being \balanced." All stations with lower tra c intensities than the stations in the designated subnetwork are treated as being \underloaded," and all stations with higher tra c intensities are viewed as being \overloaded." Then, in the spirit of the Chen and Mandelbaum theory, analysis of the designated subnetwork reduces to formulating an appropriate Brownian system model, and then calculating the steady-state distribution of the associated RBM.
The Mechanics of SBD
Without loss of generality, one can assume stations are numbered so that 1 2 J < 1: Consider a partition that divides the J stations into N subsets, indexed by n = 1; : : : ; N. The n th subset will be referred to as subnetwork S n . Suppose partitions are made in such a way that all stations in a subnetwork are more or less balanced; that is, their tra c intensities are in the same range. We will further assume that the subnetworks S 1 ; : : : ; S N are ordered in the following sense: If m < n, then i < j for all stations i 2 S m and j 2 S n . Observe that we have not speci ed the number of subsets N, nor how the partition is to be made. For now let us proceed assuming that such a partition has already been made. In Section 3, we present some numerical examples and suggest \natural" partitions for these networks. However, we do not strive to provide a general prescription for decomposing a network.
The SBD method analyzes the queueing network by analyzing each of the subnetworks S 1 ; : : : ; S N separately. The remainder of this section is devoted to specifying how to analyze a subnetwork S n . Relative to S n , all stations in subnetworks S l with l < n are less heavily loaded, and similarly, all stations in subnetworks S m with m > n are more heavily loaded. Thus, from the point of view of S n , the network can be decomposed into three components, the \balanced" subnetwork B(n) = S n , the \underloaded" subnetwork U(n) = m<n S m , and the \overloaded" subnetwork O(n) = m>n S m . In the spirit of the limit theorem by Chen and Mandelbaum (1991) , all stations in O(n) will be treated as if they are supersaturated, while all stations in U(n) are instantaneous switches (i.e., stations with zero service times).
A supersaturated station has two main characteristics which result from it having an in nite queue length. First, customers which are routed there never return, and second, departures from there form a renewal process because the server is always busy.
To analyze subnetwork S n one needs to de ne the parameters associated with the subnetwork, namely, the \exogenous" inter-arrival time distributions, the service time distributions, as well as the routing of the customers within the subnetwork. To minimize notation, henceforth S, B, U, and O will be used to mean S n , B(n), U(n), and O(n), respectively. We begin with the computation of the internal routing probabilities associated with subnetwork S. Let P = (P ij ) be a J J matrix whose components are given bỹ P ij = 8 < : P ij i 2 U 0 i 6 2 U:
By assumption, P is a strictly substochastic matrix; from the construction in (2.1), it can be easily veri ed thatP is also a strictly substochastic matrix, hence one can set Q = (I ?P) ?1 :
For i 2 U and j 2 B O,Q ij denotes the probability that when a customer at station i rst leaves the underloaded subnetwork U, it enters the non-underloaded subnetwork B O via station j. Next, de ningP ij = P ij + X l2U P ilQlj ; (2.3) it follows from the interpretation ofQ thatP BB is the internal routing matrix for the bottleneck subnetwork S; that is, for i; j 2 B,P ij is the probability that a customer at station i rst reenters the bottleneck subnetwork through station j. Similarly,P OB is the routing matrix to the balanced subnetwork for customers departing from the overloaded subnetwork. Finally, it
is not di cult to verify thatP BB is strictly substochastic, and we set Q BB = (I ?P BB ) ?1 :
The next step in the analysis is the determination of the \exogenous" arrival processes to the balanced subnetwork. The arrival process to each station j 2 B is a superposition of several renewal processes, which can be identi ed as emanating from three sources: a) the exogenous arrival stream of the original queueing network; b) exogenous arrival streams to the underloaded stations which are then routed directly to j; and c) arrivals resulting from the renewal services of stations that are supersaturated: (2.5)
In the following exposition, it will be convenient to introduce the following enumeration scheme. We will be concerned with vectors, matrices, and processes that are restricted to stations in the balanced subnetwork B. Strictly speaking, the stations in B will not be numbered consecutively by 1; : : : ; jBj; but for the sake of notational simplicity, we abuse terminology somewhat and refer to stations in B by indices 1; : : : ; jBj, where by \station" j we mean the j th element in the set B.
As in the development of Section 1.3, let us now de ne sequences of i. Because service times are not a ected in the decomposition, the modi ed total load input processes to the balanced subnetwork B, denoted byL(t), retains the same representation of Algebraic manipulations showĜ to have the following components: 
Some Notes on Choosing a Decomposition
We have completed the description of our approximation method for single-class open networks, based on a decomposition of the original system into smaller subnetworks. We will demonstrate the use of this method in the next section, where we will compare its performance with several other approximation schemes. As told, however, our story is not complete. In order to speak of the sequential bottleneck decomposition, we need to provide a more explicit prescription for breaking the original network into subnetworks than we have done. At present, it is not possible to recommend the \best" decomposition for a general case. On the other hand, we are able to suggest some basic guidelines. First, one must construct subnetworks in such a way that the group of subnetworks can be ordered. That is, all tra c intensities of the stations within a subnetwork must be either smaller or greater than all tra c intensities in another subnetwork.
Second, noting that the decomposition method is partly driven by the dimensional limitations of Dai and Harrison's algorithm, we recommend that subnetworks be kept to a \rea-sonable" size. For example, based on the current implementation of their algorithm on a SUN SPARCstation 1, it takes 31:9 seconds to analyze a ve station subnetwork, whereas it takes 2654:8 seconds to analyze an eight station subnetwork. Therefore, for this computational platform, it is probably wise to decompose a network into subnetworks with 5 or less stations.
Third, the motivation for our decomposition technique derives partly from theoretical ndings regarding the behavior of networks with non-bottlenecks, bottlenecks, and strict bottlenecks. Analogous to such a characterization, a default partition is to place the stations of a network into three groups: those that are lightly loaded, medium loaded, or heavily loaded. Our experience indicates that stations with tra c intensities greater than .85 may be regarded as heavily loaded; stations with tra c intensities less than .4 may be considered lightly loaded; and the remaining values correspond to the medium range of tra c intensities. If the default partition results in subnetworks which violate the size guidelines above, then these subnetworks should be decomposed further.
Of course, these are only general guidelines and the nal decomposition must take into consideration the special circumstances of the network. For some networks, there will be an \obvious" decomposition, while the partition may be more vague in other situations. For example, if given a network of six queues whose tra c intensities are between 0.85 and 0.95, it is not clear that there would be a \best" decomposition, or that the network should be decomposed at all. In such a case, we suggest that the modeller experiment with di erent partitions and examine the range of results. As the gures in our next section suggest, however, this decomposition method is quite robust in the sense that one can typically expect similar approximations even with di erent partition schemes (provided, of course, that one abides by the rules for constructing subnetworks speci ed in Section 2.2).
Numerical Examples
A Three-Station Network
Pictured in Figure 1 is a three station generalized Jackson network, where customers arrive to station 1 according to a Poisson process with rate = 0:225. Customers who complete service at station 1 proceed to station 2, and after being served there go to either station 3 or to station 1, each with probability 1 2 . Customers nishing service at station 3 either go to station 2 or exit the system, each with probability We label these ve versions as systems A, B, C, D, and E. In each system we consider four di erent cases, which di er by the mean service times at each station. The parameters of these four cases are given in Table 1 . Table 2 gives the simulation estimates and approximations of the total mean sojourn time (calculated from formula (1.5)) in the network. Table 3 gives the mean sojourn time (service . In this table as in all subsequent tables, the numbers in parentheses after the simulation results represent the half-width of 95% con dence intervals, expressed as a percentage of the simulation average. The numbers in parentheses after the approximations represent percentage errors from the simulation average. This format makes it easy to determine the statistical signi cance of the errors. The QNA column contains the estimates produced by Whitt's QNA software package (Whitt 1983 ). The QNET column contains the estimates obtained by the QNET method as described in Section 1.3. The SBD estimates are in the SBD column. In each table, we also display the average absolute percentage error of each approximation scheme, which is calculated by taking the average of the absolute value of the percentage errors.
The next paragraph gives a detailed discussion on how we partitioned the network into subnetworks when using the SBD method for this particular network. From Table 2 it is evident that both QNET and SBD outperform QNA, with SBD slightly better than QNET in general. For case 1 of system A, the current implementation of the QNET algorithm fails to converge to a positive number. We believe that (1.28) is not satis ed in this case, but further investigation of the QNET algorithm is needed to determine the exact cause of the problem.
In applying the sequential bottleneck decomposition method, we partitioned the network Table 5 : Simulation estimates and approximations for the mean sojourn time at station 2 for case 2 of ve systems as follows. For case 1, we use the partition S 1 = f1; 3g and S 2 = f2g. Similarly, for case 3, we consider the grouping S 1 = f2; 3g and S 2 = f1g. In case 2, stations 1 and 3 have the same tra c intensity, so we set S 1 = f2g, and S 2 = f1; 3g. Finally, for case 4, we have S 1 = f2; 3g, and S 2 = f1g.
Clearly, the partitions that we have chosen do not constitute the only choice, nor necessarily the best choice. In Table 4 , we investigate the e ects of a di erent partition for case 3 of all systems. Here, SBD(a) represents the SBD approximation using the partition described in the previous paragraph. For SBD(b), we set S 1 = f3g, S 2 = f2g, and S 3 = f1g. As the numbers in Table 4 indicate, for this case SBD appears to be insensitive to the particular partition that is used.
Note that in case 1 the mean sojourn time approximation is not a ected by breaking up the subnetwork containing stations 1 and 3 into separate subnetworks. This is because in the subnetwork consisting of stations 1 and 3 (with station 2 considered as overloaded) the only connection between the stations is that they share the output process of station 2, which is split in a Bernoulli manner. With station 2 overloaded, its output process is assumed renewal, so the marginal distribution of the two stations when considered as a two station subnetwork is the same as the distribution obtained considering them as separate subnetworks.
We end this section by a detailed illustration of the SBD method for analyzing case 2 of the network. As described before, we consider stations 1 and 3 as subnetwork S 1 and station 2 as subnetwork S 2 . We begin the analysis with subnetwork S 2 . Stations 1 and 3 have larger tra c intensities than station 2. Therefore, in the SBD analysis, we treat stations 1 and 3 as if they are supersaturated (tra c intensities greater than unity) which turns them into sinks for customers routed to them, and sources for customers routed from them. Therefore, in the SBD analysis, customers leaving station 2 will never come back. Let = ( 1 ; 2 ; 3 ) 0 = (3 ; 4 ; 2 ) 0 be the e ective arrival rates solved from equation ( Table 5 compares SBD estimates of mean sojourn time at station 2 for case 2 of the ve systems with simulation estimates, as well as QNA and QNET estimates. For subnetwork S 1 , station 2 is an instantaneous switch, and the resulting two station network is a generalized Jackson network as pictured in Figure 2 , which can be analyzed via QNET.
A Five-Station Network
Pictured in Figure 3 is a ve station generalized Jackson network. The exogenous arrival process to station 1 is Poisson with rate = 1:0. We assume that service times at stations 2 In each system, we again consider four di erent cases, whose parameters are given in Table 6 . Note that, by symmetry among stations 2 to 5, we have 3 = 4 = 5 = 2 , and consequently 3 = 4 = 5 = 2 . Thus, in the SBD analysis, stations 2 to 5 are always grouped as one subnetwork, and station 1 itself forms the other subnetwork. The simulation estimates and approximations for the total mean sojourn times for systems A and B are given in Table 7 .
The accuracy of QNET and SBD approximations are both impressive in this case, whereas the QNA approximations are not as accurate.
Nine Stations in Series
Consider a generalized Jackson network consisting of nine single-server stations in series. Customers arrive at the rst station according to a renewal process with interarrival times having a general distribution with mean 1 and squared coe cient of variation c 2 a;1 . The service-time distribution at station i is exponential (c 2 s;i = 1) with mean i , where i < 1. The tra c intensity at station i is i = 0:6 for 1 i 8 and 9 = 0:9. This network was chosen by Suresh and Whitt (1990b) Tables 8 and 9 give di erent estimates of the expected waiting time at each station, as well as the total waiting time in the system. The simulation estimates were taken from Suresh and Whitt (1990a) , and their simulation results show that customers will experience a long delay in queue 9 in both cases. When we apply the sequential bottleneck decomposition method as described in Section 2 to this network, there is a natural partition: S 1 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8g and S 2 = f9g. With this partition, station 9 is analyzed in isolation with stations 1 through 8 treated as instantaneous switches. Therefore, SBD analyzes station 9 as if it were a G=M=1 station with the same renewal arrival process as to station 1. Hence, the average waiting timê QNET is applied to S 2 to obtain the SBD estimates of mean waiting times for stations 1 through 8. Note that in both cases, the SBD estimates of total waiting time are very close to the simulation results. However, one can see from Tables 8 and 9 that QNET, like QNA, fails to catch the heavy-tra c bottleneck phenomenon at station 9. Incidentally, the QNET estimates and SBD estimates of the mean waiting times at rst eight stations should be exactly same. The small discrepancy is caused by the QNET algorithm when we x (in both cases) n = 4 with dimension J = 8 and J = 9.
Ten Stations in Series
When there is high variability in an external arrival process, as in the second case of Section 3.3 with c 2 a;1 = 8:0, Suresh and Whitt (1990b) considered controlling the variability by ltering the arrival process through a low-variability station (i.e., by inserting a low variability station at the head of the network). In this section, we use their experiment to test our SBD method.
The network model (system A) considered in this section is a modi cation of the network model from Section 3.3, in which an extra station with deterministic service times is inserted before the same nine exponential stations. Hence, we have c section.
Tables 10{11 give simulation estimates and di erent approximation estimates of the mean steady-state waiting times at each station for di erent tra c intensities at station 1. When 1 = 0:6, station 10 is still the unique bottleneck station. Table 10 shows that SBD again predicts the bottleneck phenomenon at station 10 quite well. However, as shown in Table 11 , SBD performs poorly when stations 1 and 10 are both bottleneck stations. One possible explanation of this is that SBD assumes that station 1 feeds immediately into station 10. Hence, c 2 a;10 is taken to be zero when in fact, due to intervening stations, it is not. The intervening stations are taken account for in both QNA and QNET. Tables 12{13 report results Table 12 we see that both QNET and QNA approximations perform very well in this case. The poor performance of SBD relative to QNA and QNET here has the same explanation as in the case of Table 11 . SBD acts as if the input to the network (c 2 a;1 = 0) is fed directly into station 10. For the case 1 = 0:9, we see from there is a natural partition among network stations, namely S 1 = f2; 7; 10g, S 2 = f1; 3; 6; 8; 9g and S 3 = f4; 5g. The simulation estimates and various approximation estimates of the mean sojourn time at each station, as well as the total mean sojourn time in the network, are given in Table 14 . It is clear that SBD gives remarkably accurate estimates of the mean sojourn time in the network. Table 14 : Simulation estimates and approximations of the mean steady-state sojourn times at each station for the ten station network with feedback.
